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Product Directions
Print card templates. Lined version is included for writers who 

need more structure. Choose one picture to be on the inside of 
the pop-up card. Picture can be colored or decorated, or 

students can create their own pop-up insert. Enjoy!

This product is for your own, personal use. Do not 
share, email, or distribute to others. To do so would be 
to violate copyright laws. Due to the online nature of 
this resource, no refunds or returns will be issued. 

Additional licenses can be purchased through my TpT
store at a reduced price. Don’t forget to check back for 

product updates!

www.teacherspayteachers.com/Store/The-Speech-Express
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Pop-up Card directions:
***Cut on dotted lines and fold on solid lines

1. Choose either the blank or the lined version of the card template 
and cut around the outside of the card on the dotted lines. 

2. Decide who you’d like to write your card to (a teacher, parent, 
friend, etc.), and use the ‘Writing a Holiday Card’ worksheet to draft 
your letter. Then, write your message in your best handwriting on 
your holiday card template.

3. Next, fold the card in half along the solid line, keeping the writing 
on the OUTSIDE of the card, not the inside. 

4. Cut two slits into card on the dotted lines only. Do NOT cut on solid 
lines. Then unfold the card.

5. Fold card in half the other way, with the writing on the INSIDE, but 
pop the grey piece towards the inside of the card. Crease on solid 
lines above and below the slit. Your message should now be on the 
inside of the card, and the grey tab should pop out towards the 
center.

6. Choose a picture, cut it out, and color it in, or draw your own 
picture. Attach it to the tab on the inside of the card with tape.

7. Last, get a blank piece of paper for the outside of your card. Fold it 
in half and attach your pop up card to the inside. Decorate the 
outside of your card with a holiday message or drawing. Once you 
have finished, tape or glue your card on the inside!
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Writing a Holiday Card

Dear _________________________________,

Start with a greeting…

What do you appreciate about this person?

I appreciate you because you are__________________ 

____________________________________________.

Give some evidence!

You always ___________________________________

____________________________________________.

What is your holiday wish for this person?

I hope you ____________________________________

____________________________________________.

Conclude your letter…

Love/all the best/yours truly, _______________________
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Personality Traits Word Bank

thoughtful

kind

giving

loyal

funny

motivating

helpful

brave

patient

smart

talented

outgoing

fun

trustworthy

considerate

calm

creative

polite

determined

friendly

understanding

honest

sweet

selfless

organized

dependable

caring

hard-working

hilarious

energetic
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